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Living in your own private Idaho 

underground like a wild potato 

The B52s 

 

 

I believe in a personal god who cares about me and worries and oversees everything I 

do. I believe in an impersonal god who set the universe in motion and went off to hang 

with her girlfriends and doesn't even know that I'm alive. I believe in an empty and 

godless universe of causal chaos, background noise, and sheer blind luck.  

 

Neil Gaiman, American Gods 

 

There ain't no answer. There ain't gonna be any answer. There never has been an 
answer. That's the answer.  

~Gertrude Stein  

 

As I mention in one form or another in my welcome each week, I think a Unitarian 

Universalist congregation should be a Goldilocks Zone where the free exchange of 

ideas concerning ultimate meaning and purpose flows like life-giving water.  The 

Goldilocks Zone is that sweet spot where H2O is water—not steam or ice. After all, the 

fourth principle of the Unitarian Universalist Association is, “a free and responsible 

search for truth and meaning.”  

 

This congregation is unique among Unitarian Universalist congregations. Here, since 

1916, a majority of the people in the congregation have embraced humanism. Today, 
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we have our own set of aspirations, which I also read each week for the welcome. Our 

fourth aspiration, to “support one another’s journey toward meaning and connection in 

the here and now,” is a more humanist slant on the fourth principle of the UUA. 

Humanists insist on the “here and now,” because many of us think we won’t be seeing 

too much action in the hereafter. (Not that we will know about, anyway. Carbon does get 

around.) 

 

But despite its humanist slant, our fourth aspiration is aimed toward the same ideal as 

the UUA fourth principle, a Goldilocks Zone for the free and respectful flow of ideas 

concerning ultimate meaning and purpose.  

 

This is the ideal. As with most ideals, our congregation falls short in reality.  But we 

continue to strive for the ideal. That’s what ideals are for—to stretch us.  

 

For example, just because I don’t happen to believe in a hereafter doesn’t mean I don’t 

think you should. I’m not insisting. I’m just speaking my truth. After reflecting on the 

matter, I don’t think an afterlife is all that likely, except as a reconfiguration of carbon, 

anyway. Maybe you do. You have the right—and even the responsibility—the speak 

your own truth.  

 

Which gets me back to the Goldilocks Zone. Today I want to propose three methods for 

finding that sweet spot, entering . . . the Goldilocks Zone: 

 

1. Hit the pause button on being right. 

2. Hang your inner judge and jury. 

3. Trust everyone’s path. 

 

Easier said than done. But today I want to propose a couple of different ways for getting 

there. I hope one of the two works for you.  
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ONE  

 

The first way is to become a pragmatist. As in the philosophy called Pragmatism. Sure, 

you can remain an idealist or a cynic or whatever in other matters, but try pragmatism 

when it comes to creating a Goldilocks Zone when discussing religious ideas.  

 

Listen to what psychologist and Pragmatist philosopher William James had to say about 

that most contentious of issues, theism:  

 

If believing as though we have free will, or as if God exists, gets us the results 

we want, we will not only come to believe those things; they will be, 

pragmatically, true. 

 

Now, by “free will,” James meant “non-theist” according to the theological 

understandings of his time. In that light, consider what he said again:  

 

If believing as though we have free will (there is no God), or as if God exists, 

gets us the results we want, we will not only come to believe those things; they 

will be, pragmatically, true. 

 

A pragmatist is a Pragmatist due to a deep skepticism concerning the human ability to 

ascertain ultimate truth. Since Pragmatists aren’t sure we can do that, they put air-

quotes around “truth” and examine not what a truth is . . . but how ideas about it affect 

human behavior.  

 

In that light, notice what William James is saying: belief in a god or belief in no god 

works when it works. When it “gets us the results we want.” Whichever way we choose, 

the path we are on becomes “pragmatically” true. And we believe it to be true.  
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If we can get there—to pragmatism—we’re in the Goldilocks Zone for multi-faith 

communication and understanding.  

 

This way of thinking led William James to write his great book The Varieties of Religious 

Experience, which makes most short lists for the greatest work of non-fiction of the 

Twentieth Century. In other words, it ain’t a shabby way to think. And this way of 

thinking creates the Goldilocks Zone for both the free and the responsible search that 

each of us must make for truth and meaning.  

 

Notice that this pragmatic approach accomplishes all three of my criteria for the 

Goldilocks Zone: 

 

Hit the pause button on being right. 

Hang your inner judge and jury. 

Trust everyone’s path. 

 

“But wait: my path is better!” Just add a couple of words to that statement: “My path is 

better FOR ME.” Then—voila—you’re a Pragmatist. 

 

“But my beliefs are objectively true! They’re not even beliefs, they’re certainties!” No: 

your certainties are objectively true FOR YOU. Both pragmatically—and scientifically—

objective reality is always subject to further examination. The Pragmatists knew this in 

their bones.  

 

Consider the words of a couple more great Pragmatists. My favorite, philosopher 

George Santayana, said, “There is no cure for birth and death save to enjoy the interval 

by discerning and manifesting the good without attempting to retain it.”  

“There is no cure for birth and death save to enjoy the interval by discerning and 

manifesting the good without attempting to retain it.”  
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Let it go, Santayana advises.  

 

Consider the words of Pragmatic philosopher—and long the darling of humanists—John 

Dewey: “Growth itself is the only moral end.” 

“Growth itself is the only moral end.”  

 

Who am I—and who are you—Dewey points out, to judge the religious and 

philosophical understandings of another person? We don’t know what this present 

understanding has gone through to get where it is now! 

Maybe you have a PhD in religious studies. That’s great.  

Maybe you were born UU and have a very open mind and no emotional baggage about 

religion. Bully for you.  

Maybe, like me, you have some  real issues with your childhood religion. OK. 

 

Remind yourself: anyone who walks into a Unitarian Universalist congregation—and 

especially one like this one!—for the first time is saying, “I need to think about this 

‘ultimate meaning and purpose’ stuff. I’m not satisfied with the off-the-rack, one-size-fits-

all answers.” We all agree about that.  

 

Remember that NONE of us have the ultimate answers: the answers that work for 

others.  

I don’t have all the answers. I’m still thinking.  

And I get paid to think about these things. I thought about titling this talk, “What I Really, 

Really Think About God (this week).” 

 

Try this: avoid going “underground like a wild potato.” Share your subjectivity but 

remember that it is a subjectivity, and we all live in some kind of private Idaho.  

Insisting on our own rightness leads to an icy world;  

saying there’s only one way leads to a steamed world.  
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The Goldilocks Zone, where the fresh water flows, is only possible when we get outside 

our own stuff—when we stop going underground—and listen. It’s pragmatic! 

 

TWO 

 

OK. I said I would explore two different ways of getting to the Goldilocks Zone. I know 

that Pragmatism is a bit hard to swallow for some people—idealists, mostly. So, allow 

me to try to get to the same spot from a different direction.  

 

For an idealist, “the truth is out there.” Sure, we see the world as we have learned to 

see the world. Our seeing affects us and those around us. It affects the world. Our 

seeing does not, however, make the world into what we see. The world is always as it 

is.  

 

For example, I may decide that the tree in front of my house is possessed by an evil 

spirit. I may perform various rites to exorcise the evil spirit. I may even cut the tree down 

and burn it, thinking that that extremity will at last do away with the demon.  

 

Perhaps I even believe that I have succeeded in exorcising the demon and feel better 

about my world. 

 

Whatever I think—idealists will point out—the fact of the matter is a dead tree, not an 

exorcised demon. One is measurable, the other is not.  

 

Subjective thought, even mass hallucination, can change the world—the Pragmatists 

are right about that—but subjective thought and mass hallucination do not change the 

reality of what is, nor does it change what is done when it’s done. 

 

Is there a god concept that’s measurable? Sure. The god—or gods—of pantheism. This 

“god” is measurable because it exactly matches the observable universe and its laws. In 
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this case, what some call “god,” some others call “cosmos” or “nature.”  But there’s no 

denying that what both see as existing does exist. Only the names are different.  

 

Which opens the question: what do we want in a god? I suspect the answer is: meaning 

and purpose in human life; a moral direction to the universe where the good and bad get 

what they deserve; perhaps even a cheerful afterlife where everyone is twenty-five 

years old and we get to talk with our grandmothers . . . and  hang out with Abraham 

Lincoln.  

 

That sort of thing.   

 

This is the sort of god that the various monotheisms at one time promised us. It’s the 

sort of afterlife promised by the sort of churches I attended as a child. Then I read 

Sigmund Freud (as had many people fifty years before my time). And I began to think 

there is a big problem with this concept: it sounds suspiciously like wish fulfillment.  

 

Mainline Christian theologians don’t paint this picture of God anymore. (Hindus, 

Buddhists, and many others never did.) They have gone, to speak broadly, in two 

directions: process theology—“god” is in the processes of nature. (A topic for another 

day.) Or the psychological route, saying:  

OK, we’ve got two things here: 

There is that which is inside the human brain;  

and that which is outside the human brain.  

 

This is how we experience reality: the personal and the impersonal. “God” is subjective: 

inside the human brain. God is not in the scientifically measurable outside realm. (This 

idea has been around since the late Eighteenth Century.) 
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These theologians will argue that putting God in the category of human subjectivity is 

not a denigration or demotion of God. Lot’s of important things exist only in our 

subjectivity.  

 

For example, I have spent much of my life fighting for “justice.” (Again with the air 

quotes!) 

 

“Justice” is a human subjectivity. “Justice” does not exist in the outside world as a 

measurable thing. You can’t weigh it.  

 

Consider: “Justice” has no meaning to a crocodile. A crocodile cannot act justly (at least 

from a human perspective).  

 

We can say, “That was a just court decision” or “that was an unjust court decision.” But 

those are instances in time, specific cases. They are not the concept “justice.” Is justice 

an insignificant concept because it is the product of the human mind?  

 

Groups of human beings agree on the subjectivity called “justice.”  

 

And the same is true of the several concepts of God. God is a shared consensual 

subjectivity among various groups.  A shared consensual subjectivity. We agree that our 

subjectivities agree with each other and that the concept “God” is this way or that way 

… for us. In this group. A shared consensual subjectivity.  

 

Now clearly I'm pushing the idea of human understanding beyond the true / false 

dichotomy here. Beyond the dichotomy that objective is true and subjective is false or at 

least suspect.  

 

But consider—so far as we know, human consciousness is the most complex thing in 

the universe.  
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So let's give ourselves a little credit--maybe everything isn't a zero or a one.  

 

Computers are better than we are at chess.  

But not at writing poems.  Or symphonies.  

 

Everything is not zero or one.  

Crocodiles or rocks don't write poetry.  

People write poetry.  

And “God” is poetry.  

God is a human art.   

 

Knowledge is more than information.  

 

 

So. Getting to the Goldilocks Zone. Getting to the place where we can, 

 

Hit the pause button on being right. 

Hang our inner judge and jury. 

Trust everyone’s path. 

 

I have proposed two ways to that today: 

 

One, we can be pragmatic about it. In the real world, “truth”—air quotes—is what works. 

Different things work for different people. End of story. “Forgetabout it.” 

 

Or, two, perhaps we can consider “religion” or “god” or “gods” in exactly the same 

category as we consider abstract concepts such as “justice”—in objective reality these 

concepts don’t exist, yet the human brain is capable of creating these concepts out of 
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the chaotic particulars of human existence. And those artistic creations . . . take on a life 

of their own. 

 

Fact is, no matter how many times the US Supreme Court makes a really, really stupid 

decision, I’m going to keep working for what I see as justice. For many people, the same 

is true of “God”—despite all the evidence to the contrary, it is a concept that still makes 

sense to them.  

 

Some of us do, some of us don’t. Some of us yearn to consent to the subjective concept 

“God,” some of us resent being defined as “a-theist” because we don’t consent to that 

particular concept. But just because we don’t happen to agree about this doesn’t mean 

we have to “go underground like a wild potato.” We can agree to “support one another’s 

journey toward meaning and connection in the here and now.” It’s a warm place called . 

. . the Goldilocks Zone. 


